Evaluation of Contextual and Game-Based Training for Phishing Detection
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Abstract: Cybersecurity is a pressing matter, and a lot of the responsibility for cybersecurity is put on the individual user. The individual user is expected to engage in secure behavior by selecting good passwords, identifying malicious emails, and more. Typical support for users comes from Information Security Awareness Training (ISAT), which makes the effectiveness of ISAT a key cybersecurity issue. This paper presents an evaluation of how two promising methods for ISAT support users in achieving secure behavior using a simulated experiment with 41 participants. The methods were game-based training, where users learn by playing a game, and Context-Based Micro-Training (CBMT), where users are presented with short information in a situation where the information is of direct relevance. Participants were asked to identify phishing emails while their behavior was monitored using eye-tracking technique. The research shows that both training methods can support users towards secure behavior and that CBMT does so to a higher degree than game-based training. The research further shows that most participants were susceptible to phishing, even after training, which suggests that training alone is insufficient to make users behave securely. Consequently, future research ideas, where training is combined with other support systems, are proposed.
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1. Introduction

The world is continuing a journey towards an increasingly digital state [1]. The use of computers and online services has been a natural component of the lives of most people in developed countries for decades and adoption in developing regions is on the rise [2]. Furthermore, populations that previously demonstrated low adoption rates are now adopting and using digital services at a rapid pace [3,4]. This development is positive. On a national level, Internet adoption has been shown to positively impact financial development [2]. On the individual level, the use of digital services makes it easier for the individual to access information, healthcare, and more, while enabling social contact in situations where meeting physically is challenging or even impossible [5,6].

However, digitalization is not without risk. The move to more digital work, leisure and more also means a move to more digital crime and threats [7]. Digital threats expose users and organizations to risks daily, and the need for cybersecurity to protect against those risks is undeniable. The threat landscape is multi-faceted and includes various types of threats that can be broadly classified as technological or human [8]. Technological threats include, for instance, malware or hacking where the attacker is using technological means to destroy or gain access to devices or services. Human threats involve exploiting user behavior, typically for the same purpose. A common type of human threat is phishing,
where an attacker sends an email to the target victim and attempts to persuade the victim into behaving in an insecure way by, for instance, downloading an attachment or clicking a link and then submitting login credentials to some service. Phishing is continuously reported as the most common threat to both organizations and individuals, and therefore the topic of this paper [9–11].

At its core, phishing is when an attacker attempts to trick a user into insecure behavior. Insecure behavior typically includes downloading a malicious attachment, clicking a link or giving up sensitive information in reply to the email [12]. Phishing has traditionally been easy to spot as generic messages which are often poorly formatted with poor spelling and grammar [13]. While that is still true for some of today’s phishing campaigns, now many phishing emails are well-written and use various techniques to invoke trust [12]. Furthermore, attackers employ targeted attacks where they tailor emails to a specific recipient, a technique known as spear-phishing [9]. In such an attack, the attacker may steal the email address of a friend or coworker of the target victim and make the email appear to come from that known sender. The attacker may also research the victim and ensure that the content of the malicious email is content that the victim would, given the victim’s job position or interest, expect to receive [14].

Techniques used by attackers and techniques used to defend against phishing both include technical and human aspects [15]. An attacker will exploit human behavior to invoke trust and persuade the victim into insecure behavior. As part of the attack, the attacker may also exploit technical weaknesses in the email protocols to pose as a trusted sender or use another technical weakness to take control of the victim’s system once the victim opens a malicious attachment [12]. Likewise, several organizations employ technical measures, such as automatic filters, to defend against phishing. However, educating users on detecting phishing emails remains the most commonly suggested defense mechanism. While both technical and human aspects of phishing are important, the primary focus of this paper is on the human side, particularly on user behavior and how it can be understood and improved.

As explained by the knowledge, attitude, and behavior (KAB) model, behavior is influenced by knowledge, and attitude [16]. KAB describes that increased knowledge about an expected behavior will lead to increased awareness and, finally, a change in behavior. This relationship has been evaluated in the security domain and found to hold [17].

Information Security Awareness Training (ISAT) is commonly suggested as the way to improve user awareness [18–20]. There are several different ways to train users presented in the literature. These include providing lectures, text-based warnings, video instructions sent out via email at regular intervals, instructive games and training automatically provided to users in risky situations [21–25]. There are, however, several publications suggesting that many training efforts fail to support users towards secure behavior to a high enough degree [26,27]. Suggested reasons include that it is hard to make users participate in on-demand training, that acquired knowledge is not retained for long enough, and that knowledge does not necessarily translate to correct behavior [20,28]. Some research even suggests that training methods are not empirically evaluated to a high enough extent [29,30].

This paper seeks to evaluate the effectiveness of two promising methods for ISAT; game-based training and Context-Based Micro-Training (CBMT). Game-based training means that users are presented with an educative game and is argued to increase user participation rates and provide a more realistic training environment compared to lectures, videos, or similar [31]. CBMT means that users are presented with condensed information in situations where the training is of direct relevance. In the context of phishing, a user will receive training when opening a mailbox. CBMT is argued to increase users’ awareness and has been evaluated in the context of password security with positive results [32]. The research question addressed in this paper is:

To what extent can the two methods, game-based training and CBMT, support users to accurately differentiate between phishing and legitimate email?
The research was carried out as a simulated experiment with 41 participants. The participants were asked to identify phishing emails while their behavior was monitored using an eye-tracking technique. The results show that both training methods can support users towards secure behavior and that CBMT does so to a higher degree than game-based training, which makes the first contribution of this research. The research further shows that most participants were susceptible to phishing, even after training which suggests that training alone is not enough to make users behave securely. The upcoming section will elaborate on ISAT and justify the selection of CBMT and game-based training as the focus of this research. The rest of this paper will, in turn, present the research methodology results, and discuss those results and their limitations.

2. Information Security Awareness Training

ISAT has been discussed in the scientific literature for several decades, and the importance of providing ISAT as a means of improving user behavior is widely acknowledged [33–35]. ISAT intends to increase user knowledge and awareness through training. There are many and diverse, options for ISAT, and recent publications [35–37] categorize ISAT methods differently. In general terms, ISAT methods can be described as seen in Table 1. Table 1 is based on the classifications by [36,37].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom training</td>
<td>Typically provided on-site as a lecture attended as a specific point in time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasted online training</td>
<td>Typically, brief training delivered as broadcast to large user groups using e-mail or social networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-learning</td>
<td>ISAT typically delivered using an online platform that is accessible to users on-demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated or contextual training</td>
<td>Training delivered to users during a real or simulated event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamified training</td>
<td>Gamified training is described as using gamification to develop ISAT material.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While ISAT has been long discussed in scientific literature and used in practice, several publications suggest that many ISAT methods fail to adequately support users towards secure behavior [26,27]. This notion is emphasized by the continuous reports of incidents where human behavior is a key component [38,39]. Three core reasons for why ISAT does not always provide its intended effect can be found in recent research:

- Knowledge acquired during training deteriorates over time [21].
- It is challenging to get users to participate in training delivered on-demand [28].
- Users are provided with knowledge, but not motivated to act in accordance to that knowledge [20].

The ISAT methods included in this research are game-based training and Context-Based Micro-Training (CBMT). Gamified training means that game concepts are applied to ISAT, with the intent to better motivate users to actively participate [28]. It is considered in this research since it is argued to better motivate and engage users when compared to other ISAT alternatives. There are several examples of gamified ISAT. The landscape includes multi-player competitive games, story-based single-player games, board games, role-playing games, quizzes, and more [28,40].

CBMT is an example of contextual training. ISAT using the CBMT method is delivered to users in short sequences and in situations where the training is of direct relevance. Phishing training is, for instance, delivered to users that are in a situation with an elevated risk of being exposed to phishing. It is argued to counter the knowledge retention and user
participation problems by automatically appearing in those relevant situations [32]. It is also argued to motivate users towards secure behavior by providing them with training that directly relates to the users’ current situation.

3. Materials and Methods

The purpose of this study was to evaluate user behavior when assessing if emails are malicious or not. To that end, a controlled experiment where the participants were exposed to an inbox and asked to classify the email contained in that inbox was conducted. The participants were scored based on how accurately they classified the emails. Furthermore, the participants’ behavior was monitored during the experiment by an eye tracker that recorded where the participants were looking on screen. Before the experiments, the participants were randomised into three groups; game-based training, CBMT-based training or control. A between-group analysis was performed to identify differences between training methods and answer the research question posed. As detailed at the end of paper statements, data supporting this paper is available as open data (https://doi.org/10.5878/g6d9-7210 (accessed on 6 March 2022)). Furthermore, the study did not require ethical review, but all participants signed a written informed consent form detailing how the study was executed and how data were handled. An overview of the research process is presented in Figure 1. The rest of this section provides a detailed description of the experiment environment, data collection procedures, collected variables, and data analysis procedures.

Figure 1. Research process overview.

3.1. Experiment Environment

An experiment environment containing an email system was set up on Ubuntu Linux using the email server and management platform Modoboa (https://modoboa.org/en/ (accessed on 6 March 2022)). Both Ubuntu Linux and Modoboa were installed with default settings. Modoboa allowed for the creation of unlimited email domains and addresses and provided a webmail interface. Several email domains were configured so that different types of emails could be created:

- Legitimate emails from service providers such as Google and banks.
- Phishing emails that imitated phishing emails from hijacked sender accounts.
- Phishing emails from domains made up to look similar to real domains, for instance, lundstro.mse instead of lundstrom.se.

The fictitious company Lundström AB, and the character Jenny Andersson were developed. The company was given the domain lundstrom.se and the character was given the email address jenny@lundstrom.se. A persona was developed for Jenny Andersson. The experiment participants were asked to assume Jenny’s persona and classify the email in her inbox. The persona was expressed as follows:
Jenny is 34 years old and works as an accountant at a small company (Lundström AB), and her manager is Arne Lundström. She lives with her husband and kids in a small town in Sweden. Your email address is jenny@lundstrom.se. You use the banks SBAB and Swedbank and is interested in investing in Bitcoin. You are about to remodel your home and have applied for loans at several banks to finance that. You shop a fair bit online and are registered at several e-stores without really remembering where. You are currently about to remodel your bathroom. Ask the experiment supervisor if you need additional information about Jenny or the workplace during the experiment.

Jenny’s inbox was populated with 11 emails where five were legitimate, and six were phishing. The legitimate emails were crafted as reasonable questions from her manager or communications from banks and craftsmen. The communications from banks and craftsmen were based on real emails taken from one of the researcher’s inboxes. The six phishing emails were crafted to include different phishing identifiers. Five different phishing identifiers were included in the experiment. They are commonly mentioned in scientific and popular literature and were the following [41–44]:

1. Incorrect sender address where the attacker may use an arbitrary incorrect sender address, attempt to create an address that resembles that of the true sender, or use a sender name to hide the actual sender address.
2. Malicious attachments where the attacker will attempt to make the recipient download an attachment with malicious content. A modified file extension may disguise the attachment.
3. Malicious links that are commonly disguised so that the user needs to hover over them to see the true link target.
4. Persuasive tone where an attacker attempts to pressure the victim to act rapidly.
5. Poor spelling and grammar that may indicate that a text is machine translated or not written professionally.

The included phishing emails are described as follows:

1. The first phishing email came from the manager’s real address and mimicked a spear-phishing attempt, including a malicious attachment and hijacked sender address. The attachment was a zip file with the filename “annons.jpeg.zip (English: advertisement.jpeg.zip)”. The text body prompted the recipient to open the attached file. In addition to a suspicious file extension, the mail signatures differed from the signature in other emails sent by the manager.
2. The second phishing email came from Jenny’s own address and prompted the recipient to click a link that supposedly led to information about Bitcoin. The email could be identified as phishing by the strange addressing and the fact that the tone in the email was very persuasive.
3. The third phishing email appeared to be a request from the bank SBAB. It prompted the user to reply with her bank account number and deposit a small sum of money into another account before a loan request could be processed. It could be identified by improper grammar, an incorrect sender address (that was masked behind a reasonable sender name), and the request itself.
4. The fourth phishing email was designed to appear from Jenny’s manager. It prompted Jenny to quickly deposit a large sum of money into a bank account. It could be identified by the request itself and because the sender address was arne@lundstrom.se instead of arne@lundstrom.se.
5. The fifth phishing email mimicked a request from Google Drive. It could be identified by examining the target of the included links that lead to the address xcom.se instead of google.
6. The sixth phishing email appeared to be from the bank Swedbank and requested the recipient to go to a web page and log in to prove the ownership of an account. It could
be identified as phishing by examining the link target, the sender address, which was hidden behind a sender name, and the fact that it contained several spelling errors.

The experiment was set up so that most phishing emails had similar legitimate counterparts. The legitimate emails included where:

1. The first legitimate email was a request from Jenny’s manager Arne. The request prompted Jenny to review a file on a shared folder.
2. The second legitimate email was a notification from a Swedish bank. It prompted Jenny to go to the bank website and log in. It did not contain any link.
3. The third legitimate email was an offering from a plumber. While containing some spelling errors, it did not prompt Jenny to make any potentially harmful actions.
4. The fourth legitimate email is a request for a meeting from Jenny’s manager Arne.
5. The fifth email is a notification from a Swedish bank. This notification prompts the user to go to the bank website and log in. It does not contain any greeting or signature with address.

The webmail interface is demonstrated in Figure 2. Figure 2 displays the layout of the included emails and is annotated to show the ordering of the emails. Legitimate emails are denoted L_n, in green, and phishing emails are denoted P_n in red.

![Webmail interface](image)

**Figure 2.** Webmail interface used in the experiment.

### 3.2. Participant Recruitment

Participants were recruited using a convenience sampling approach where students and employees from the University of Skövde were recruited. Participants with education or work experience in cybersecurity were excluded from the study. All participants were invited with a direct email that they were asked to reply to in order to participate. Upon registration, participants were randomly assigned to one of the three groups and provided with a description of the experiment, a description of the persona, and an informed consent form. The three groups were the following:

- **Game:** Participants in this group were prompted to play an educational game before arriving for the experiment. The game is called Jigsaw ([https://phishingquiz.withgoogle.com/](https://phishingquiz.withgoogle.com/)) (accessed on 6 March 2022) and is developed by Google. It is an example of game-based training that is implemented as a quiz and was selected for use...
in this research because it is readily available for users. It also covers all the identifiers of phishing previously described. Jigsaw takes about five minutes to complete.

- CBMT: Participants in this group received computerized training developed by the research team according to the specifications of CBMT. It was written information that appeared to the participants when they opened Jenny’s inbox, as demonstrated in Figure 3. The participants were presented with a few tips and prompted to participate in further training, which led the participants to a text-based slide show in a separate window. The training takes about five minutes to complete.

- CONTROL: This group completed the experiment without any intervention.

3.3. Experiment Procedure

On arriving for the experiment, the participant was seated in a regular office in front of a 24” computer monitor that displayed the experiment environment. The monitor was equipped with a Gazepoint GP3 HD eye tracker (https://www.gazept.com/product/gp3hd/) (accessed on 6 March 2022). The participant was asked to read the informed consent form and given the opportunity to ask questions about the experiment and study before signing it. The participant was then asked to respond to a survey with demographic questions and asked to take a seat in front of the monitor. The eye tracker was calibrated using the manufacturer’s built-in calibration sequence with nine points [45]. The calibration was considered successful when the control software deemed all nine points valid. In cases where the eye tracker could not be successfully calibrated, eye-tracking data were disregarded for that participant. This happened for three participants.

The participant was then reminded of Jenny’s persona and asked to classify the email in Jenny’s inbox. The participant was instructed to delete all phishing emails and keep all legitimate emails. The participant was asked to think aloud during the experiment, especially about how decisions to delete emails were made. The participant was also told that at least one of the emails was phishing and that a score was to be calculated based on the participants’ performance. The intent was to make the participant as aware
of phishing as possible. The rationale was that mere inclusion in the experiment would increase the participant’s awareness level, and by priming all participants to high awareness would make the awareness levels of the participants comparable. Consequently, the gathered data reflects the participants’ best ability to delete phishing rather than the ability they can be assumed to have during their daily work. Gazepoint analysis UX Edition (https://www.gazept.com/product/gazepoint-analysis-ux-edition-software/) (accessed on 6 March 2022) was used to monitor the participant’s performance in real time on an adjacent screen and for post-experiment analysis of the collected eye-tracking data. Following the experiment, the participants in the game group were asked if they had played the game before the experiment as instructed. The experiment process, from the participant’s point of view, is visualized in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Visualization of experiment procedure. Dashed boxes only applied to some groups.

### 3.4. Collected Variables

Variables reflecting the participants’ demographic background, score and behavior were captured during the experiment. The demographic variables were collected to enable a descriptive presentation of the sample’s demographic attributes. The score variables reflected the total number of correct classifications the participants made. The behavior variables described how the participants acted during the experiment by counting how many of the previously described phishing identifiers the participants used. Two behavior variables were collected. The first was collected manually during the experiment (behavior_manual). It was based on real-time monitoring, and the participants expressed thoughts. It reflected how many of the following actions the participant performed at least once:
1. Evaluated the sender address by hovering over the displayed name to see the real sender address.
2. Evaluated attachments by acknowledging their existence and describing it as suspicious or legitimate.
3. Evaluated links by hovering over them or in some other way verified the link destination.
4. Evaluated if the tone in the email was suspiciously persuasive.
5. Evaluated if spelling and grammar made the email suspicious.

Please note that the variables reflect what identifiers the participants used but not if they accurately interpreted the information provided by the identifier. A participant who, for instance, incorrectly evaluated a sender address as legitimate would still get the point for evaluating the sender address. The second behavior variable, behavior_tracked, was computed automatically by defining Areas of Interest in Gazepoint analysis UX Edition and counting how many times the participant gazed in those areas. Areas of Interest are defined screen areas that allow for collecting the number of times the participants gaze in those particular areas. The following three Areas of Interest were defined.

- Address, which covered the area holding the sender and recipient addresses.
- Attachment covering the area where email attachments are visible.
- Link covering the area where the true link destination appears.

The Areas of Interest were only active when they included the intended information. For instance, the Attachment area was only active when an attachment was visible on the screen. The Areas of Interest are demonstrated in Figure 5 which also shows how red dots denote where the participant is currently looking.

Figure 5. Demonstration of how areas of interest were defined, with AOI definitions enlarged. Please note that the Link area contains the target address of a link that is hovered over.

3.5. Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 25. The demographic properties of the sample were first described followed by a descriptive overview of the three variables SCORE, behavior_manual, and behavior_tracked. The proportion of participants that received perfect scores was then reported. A perfect score means that a participant identified all 11 emails correctly, or used all phishing identifiers assessed by the variables behavior_manual and behavior_tracked, respectively.

Next, Kruskal–Wallis H tests were used, with pairwise Mann–Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction as post hoc procedure, to identify significant between-group differ-
ences. Kruskal–Wallis H test performed on three or more samples will return a significant result if at least one sample is different from the others. In such a case, the Mann–Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction is used between all pairs in the sample to analyze what individual samples that are different from each other. Kruskal–Wallis H test was used over ANOVA because the data must show a normal distribution for ANOVA to be robust, and most samples did not in this case [46]. The conventional significance level of 0.05 is used throughout this paper.

4. Results

This section outlines the results of the study. It is divided into two sections were the first section outlines a descriptive overview of the data. The second section outlines the results in relation to the research question. It should be noted that three participants in the Game group reported that they did not play the provided game. This is to be expected given previous works suggesting that it is challenging to get users to participate in training [28]. All statistical procedures have been performed with and without those three participants. Results concerning the Game group are reported as \( n(m) \) were \( n \) is the result when the complete group is considered and \( m \) is the result when participants that did not play the game are omitted.

4.1. Data Overview

Data was collected over a period of about two months and included 41 participants. Two participants were removed from the data set since they reported having formal training in cybersecurity. The data collection period was intended to be longer, but data collections stopped after a security incident where the IT department warned all students and staff at the university about phishing involving attachments. Continued data collection would have risked the validity of the data set. The mean participant age was 37. Twenty-three participants identified themselves as female and 16 as male. Twenty-three participants reported being employees and 16 reported being students. An overview of the mean and median values for the collected variables and the distribution form of the variables is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Normal Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCORE out of 11</td>
<td>Control (n = 11)</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBMT (n = 14)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game (n = 14)</td>
<td>8.86 (9.09)</td>
<td>9 (9)</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n = 39)</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_manual out of 5</td>
<td>Control (n = 11)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBMT (n = 14)</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game (n = 14)</td>
<td>3.64 (3.82)</td>
<td>3.5 (4)</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n = 39)</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_tracked out of 3</td>
<td>Control (n = 10)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBMT (n = 12)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game (n = 14)</td>
<td>2.29 (2.55)</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n = 36)</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. The Effect of Training

The effect of training was assessed by first examining the proportion of participants that received perfect scores. A perfect score means that the participants used all phishing identifiers or identified all emails correctly. The proportions of perfect scores are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 suggests that participants who received training performed better than participants in the control group for the behavior variables and that the participants in the CBMT
group outperformed the other groups for the variable SCORE. The same tendency is seen in Table 2 where mean and median results for the different sample groups are presented. Table 2 suggests that participants in the group game performed slightly better than the control group while the participants in the group CBMT outperformed the other groups with a bigger margin. The exception is for the variable behavior_tracked where the groups CBMT and game performed equally when participants who reported not playing the game were omitted from the game group.

Table 3. Proportions of perfect scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Perfect Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control (n = 11)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORE</td>
<td>CBMT (n = 14)</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game (n = 14)</td>
<td>0% (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n = 39)</td>
<td>7.7% (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_manual</td>
<td>Control (n = 11)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBMT (n = 14)</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game (n = 14)</td>
<td>14.3% (18.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n = 39)</td>
<td>28.2% (30.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_tracked</td>
<td>Control (n = 10)</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBMT (n = 12)</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game (n = 14)</td>
<td>42.9% (54.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total (n = 36)</td>
<td>38.5% (45.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kruskal–Wallis H test was used to identify variables with statistically significant between-group differences. The results are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Kruskal–Wallis H tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Kruskal–Wallis H</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.965 (12.531)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORE</td>
<td>16.270 (15.434)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_manual</td>
<td>5.569 (7.332)</td>
<td>0.062 (0.026)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Kruskal–Wallis H tests suggest that at least one sample is different from the others when $p < 0.05$, as is the case for the variables SCORE and behavior_manual. The same is also true for the variable behavior_tracked when users who did not play the game are omitted. Pairwise Mann–Whitney U tests with Bonferroni correction was used to test what variables that were significantly different from each other. The results are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Pairwise post hoc tests. Please note that post hoc tests for the variable behavior_tracked were only computed in the case when participants in the group Game, who did not play the game was omitted because the corresponding Kurskal-Wallis H tests was only significant in that case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control-Game</td>
<td>1.000 (1.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORE</td>
<td>Control-CBMT</td>
<td>0.005 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game-CBMT</td>
<td>0.003 (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_manual</td>
<td>Control-Game</td>
<td>0.502 (0.277)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control-CBMT</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game-CBMT</td>
<td>0.021 (0.102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior_tracked</td>
<td>Control-Game</td>
<td>X (0.083)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control-CBMT</td>
<td>X (0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game-CBMT</td>
<td>X (1.000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this case, the difference between two variables is statistically significant when \( p < 0.05 \). Table 5 shows that CBMT is separated from the groups game and control for the variables SCORE and behavior_manual while control and game cannot be separated. For behavior_tracked, game and CBMT cannot be separated but are both separated from control.

5. Discussion

This research explores how effectively Information Security Awareness Training (ISAT) can support users to accurately identify phishing emails. The research evaluated two methods that were discussed as being promising in recent literature, namely game-based training and training based on CBMT. The research was conducted as a simulated experiment that measured how the participants behaved when assessing whether emails were phishing or not, and how accurately they classified email. The statistical analysis shows that participants in the CBMT group had higher scores than users in the game or control group. In terms of behavior, participants in the CBMT group performed better than the game and control group for the manually collected variable. However, the CBMT and game groups were equally strong for the variable computed based on eye-tracking data. In conclusion, both game-based training and CBMT are shown to improve user behavior in relation to phishing while only CBMT can be shown to improve users’ ability to accurately classify phishing emails.

One reason could be that CBMT provides an awareness increasing mechanism in addition to training while game-based training does not. The game-based training is delivered to participants on a regular basis and was mimicked in the experiment by letting the participants take the training prior to arriving for the experiment. CBMT is, by design, presented to users when they are entering a risky situation and that was mimicked by presenting the CBMT training to participants just before starting the experiment. The difference in how the training was delivered could account for the difference in results between the two groups. In fact, the effect of awareness increasing mechanisms have been evaluated in prior research with good results [47,48]. This research extends those results by suggesting that awareness increasing mechanisms combined with training are likely to have a positive effect on users’ ability to accurately identify phishing emails.

While training was proven to improve participants’ ability to identify phishing, it can be noted that less than 10% of the participants were able to identify all emails correctly. Furthermore, less than 50% of the participants evaluated all of the phishing identifiers and even if the participants in the CBMT group received training just before starting the experiment, 35.7% of those participants missed one or more phishing identifiers. Yet, most organizations explicitly or implicitly expect users to correctly identify all phishing emails all the time. The present research shows that even if users are provided with training just before being tasked with identifying phishing, and instructed to actively search for phishing, very few users are able to fulfill the expectations of that security model. The implication of this result is that the security model or the feasibility of using training alone to reach it must be questioned. One could, for instance, question if we should follow a paradigm where users are expected to change according to how computers work. A more useful paradigm could be to modify the way that computers work to match the abilities of the users. A similar viewpoint is presented by [49] who questions why the responsibility for cybersecurity is individualized through the notion of the “stupid user”. Instead, ref. [49] suggest that user-oriented threats should be managed by security professionals, and managers, at a collective level. Likewise, ref. [50] calls for a more holistic approach to anti-phishing methods.

5.1. Limitations

A given limitation of this study comes from participation bias. Participation bias is known to impact simulated experiments in cybersecurity awareness [22]. The expected effect in this study is that participants are more aware than they would be in a naturally occurring situation. Thus, the scores are expected to reflect the participants’ best ability
rather than their average performance. Using a between-group design, we still argue that differences between ISAT methods identified in this research are valid. However, it is likely that the actual performance of the included methods will be lower in a natural environment. On a similar note, the method cannot account for organizational factors such as leadership support and social pressure, which are known to impact cybersecurity behavior [51].

A second limitation concerns sampling where this research included participants studying, or working at, a university. As such, the results are representative of that population and any inference beyond that population should be avoided. On this topic, recent research argues that there are indeed demographic differences in the ability to detect phishing [52]. The number of participants is a further limitation and a higher participant number would have been preferable. In this case, data collection was stopped following a cybersecurity incident that prompted the IT department to broadcast a phishing warning. Participants performing the experiment after that event would have been exposed to information not presented to other participants and that would have introduced bias into the dataset.

A third possible discussion under the umbrella of limitations is how the different types of training were presented to the participants. The participants placed in the game group were asked to play a game before arriving for the experiment while participants in the CBMT group were subjected to training on arrival. There is, therefore, a chance that participants in the game group forgot some of the training, or forgot to play the game entirely. The design is argued to mimic the natural behavior of the two training types and both retention and failure to play are two previously discussed obstacles with game-based training delivered in a format that requires active participation [28]. Consequently, any effect of the experimental design mimics an expected effect in a natural environment.

5.2. Future Work

While training can undoubtedly support users to identify phishing emails, this study suggests that training alone is not enough and that opens up several future research directions. First, future studies could focus on combining training with modifying the way emails are presented to users. One could imagine that finding ways to make it easier for users to find and interpret phishing identifiers could improve users’ ability to identify malicious emails. A possible example could be to rewrite links in the text body of emails to always show the full link address, which is unclickable, instead of allowing clickable hyperlinks with arbitrary display names. A similar possible direction is to further research predicting user susceptibility to phishing using artificial intelligence [53]. That could identify a user in need of training and then provide tailored training. A second direction for future work could be to replicate this study with a different population. That would allow for identification of differences and similarities between, for instance, technical and non-technical users, male and female users, and users of different age.

A more theoretical direction for future work could be to evaluate the strength of the relationships in the KAB model and to evaluate the relationship between behavior and actual outcomes of that behavior. In certain situations, including phishing, applying a correct behavior is not enough, since a user also has to interpret the result of that behavior. For instance, a correct behavior would make a user control the real target of a link, and to make a decision about the email the user needs to interpret the trustworthiness of the link target. Furthermore, one could assess the possible effect of usability on the relationship between the constructs in the KAB model. One can imagine that knowledge about a certain behavior is more likely to result in that behavior if the effort to comply is low.
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Abbreviation

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ISAT: Information Security Awareness Training
CBMT: Context-Based Micro-Training
SETA: Security Education, Training, and Awareness
KAB: Knowledge, Attitude, and Behaviour
SPSS: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
ANOVA: Analysis of variance
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